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CONSONANT SOUNDS 

1. VOICESLESS/VOICED PAIRS 

VOICELESS VOICED 

/p/ pen, passport, pepper, 

apparently 

/b/ baby, tablet, bubble, 

scribble 

/t/ tin, track, rattle, settings, 

brushed, laughed 

/d/ date, crowd, add, middle, 

played, cleaned, waited, painted 

/k/ key, skill, screen, plastic, 

occasion, access, accident, 

account, accurate, click, tick, 

quick, quite, school, chemistry, 

six /ks/, exactly /ks/ 

/g/ girl, go, egg, aggressive, 

ghost, colleague 

/s/ sun, seaside, six, expensive, 

city, centre, fancy, scene, across, 

lesson, likes, it’s, scissors 

/z/ zoo, zebra, buzz, fizzy, 

refuses, trousers, dessert, 

scissors 

/ʃ/ shoe, wish, education, 

operation, crucial, special, 

sugar, sure, chef, machine, 

pressure, Russia, anxious /ŋkʃ/, 

crucifixion /kʃ/ 

/ʒ/ television, inclusion, 

treasure, pleasure, usually, 

casual, garage, massage, Asia 

/tʃ/ cherry, church, match, 

watch, picture, future, Portugal, 

actually 

/dʒ/ jazz, January, village, 

orange, message, bridge, 

gadget, suggest, exaggerate, 

graduate, individual, soldier 

/f/ fan, flower, different, sniff, 

photo, metaphor, laugh, rough 

/v/ voice, November, of 

/θ/ thank, death /ð/ mother, this 

 

/p/ /b/ 

pin bin 

pen Ben 

pear bear 

cap cab 

pup pub 
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/t/ /d/ 

tore door 

cart card 

write ride 

train drain 

 

 

/k/ /g/ 

cold gold 

coat goat 

curl girl 

class glass 

back bag 

pick pig 

 

 

/s/ /z/ 

Sue zoo 

said Z 

sip zip 

bus buzz 

piece peas 

price prize 

ice eyes 

 

 

/s/ /z/ /ʃ/ 

sea  she 

Sue zoo shoe 

sip zip ship 

ass /æs/ as /æz/ ash /æʃ/ 

Russ  rush 

puss  push 
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/tʃ/ /dʒ/ 

cheap jeep 

choke joke 

chin gin 

cherry Jerry 

H age 

 

 

/dʒ/ /j/ 

joke yolk 

Jess yes 

jeer (burlarse) year 

 

 

/f/ /v/ 

feel veal 

fine vine 

fail veil 

few view 

leaf leave 

half halve 

fan van 

 

 

/b/ /v/ 

bet vet 

best vest 

ban van 

boat vote 

berry / bury very 
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/d/ /ð/ 

Dan than 

day they 

dare there, they’re, their 

doze those 

 

 

2. OTHER CONSONANT SOUNDS 

/h/ house, hot, inherit, behave, who, whole 

/m/ monkey, comb, recommend, immature, 

immediately 

/n/ nose, nine, funny, innumerable, know, 

knight, design, foreign 

/ŋ/ strong, wing, being, ankle, pink 

/l/ live, leg, collection, umbrella 

/r/ right, revolution, married, lorry 

 

/m/ /n/ 

me knee 

mile Nile 

mine nine 

Tim tin 

them then 

comb cone 

 

/n/ /ŋ/ 

win wing 

thin thing 

ban bang 

ran rang 

run rung 

Ron wrong 

 


